GeoQOS

GeoQos is a tool for controlling performance, reliability and usability of mobile telecommunication services. GeoQos application combines technical data about cells and base stations with Google maps and visualisation of different parameters.

GeoCallCentre

Users in Call Centre have access to all cells, base stations, coverages and alarms data. They can get detailed coverage data at any location and having access to Max data for customer relations.

GeoCoverage

Is a simple but professional tool to get coverage and level data about 2G and 3G network.

GeoPublic

Is a simple tool to inform general public via web about 2G, 3G and LTE coverage. Each user add the address and zoom in to selected location.
GeoSDB

GeoSDB is a monitoring and visualisation tool for Stationary Data Benchmark measurements.

GeoTEMS

GeoTEMS is a monitoring and visualisation tool for Mobile Data Benchmark measurements (TEMS). GeoTEMS visualizes results and reports in two levels, Ticket by Tickets and Aggregation by Region.

GeoAdministrator

All systems and users administration settings are managed by Geo Administrator using LDAP protocol.